Creep Feeder with Calf Pass Panels

A great way of providing a continuous free flow of feed to small livestock such as calves. The Calf Pass Panels offer access through openings large enough to fit calves but small enough to restrict access by cows.

#CFC - Creep Feeder w/Calf Pass Panels
#CF - Creep Feeder Only
#CFCP - Calf Pass Panel for Creep Feeder

CREEP FEEDER FEATURES:
Galvanized under Architectural Grade Powder Coat
Load feed easily with a slide open top

CALF PASS PANELS:
Easy assembly - NO TOOLS REQUIRED
3 Adjustable height settings with locking pins to secure in place
Architectural grade powder coat finish

Call Today 800-527-8616 or Visit the Web at www.priefert.com
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